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The mission of Californians Against Waste is to
protect communities by eliminating the
pollution inherent in the extraction and
disposal of natural resources.
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reuse, and

a product's lifecycle to transition California to a
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take steps towards funding
a circular
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economy
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economy.
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The California Recycling and
Plastic Pollution Reduction Act
was certified in the summer of 2021 and
will appear on the

November 2022 Ballot.

Plastic is impacting both people and
nature…
in the 2018 peer-reviewed journal Science Advances, the first global
analysis of all plastics ever made revealed that if present trends
continue, by 2050, there will be 12 billion metric tons of plastic in
landfills. That amount is 35,000 times as heavy as the Empire State
Building
According to state agency Calrecycle, Every day Californians discard
enough plastic to fill more than 200 Olympic-sized swimming pools,
that's over 12,000 tons.
A report from Beyond Plastics "The New Coal: Plastics and Climate
Change," revealed that if plastic were a country, it would produce the
fifth-most greenhouse gases in the world, falling just behind China, the
U.S., India and Russia.

We Have a Choice
We can do better than plastic. We can set the
strongest regulations on disposable plastics in
the country.
We can shift the market away from
petrochemicals to make better materials that are
truly compostable and recyclable.

IN SUMMARY:
This measure would reduce the
amount of single-use plastic sold
in California, ensure the
remaining is truly recyclable or
compostable, and assess a fee
on producers to help fund the
state’s recycling and
composting infrastructure.

CALRECYCLE REGULATIONS
Ban on polystyrene (styrofoam) by
food vendors state-wide.

Require producers to transition to reusable,
recyclable or compostable single-use
packaging and foodware by 2030.

Require producers to reduce singleuse packaging and foodware by 25%
by the year 2030.

Establish guidelines defining reusable,
recyclable and compostable and use of
recycled content and renewable materials

Authority to require EPR programs for
products based on toxcicity or ban
products altogether.

Standardize labeling and marketing of
plastic Items to Increase liklihood of their
proper sorting and eventual reuse.

Require producers to reduce or
eliminate products and packaging
deemed unnecessary.

Improve consumer access to
recycling programs.

Investing In a Circular Economy, Resilient
Environment, and Healthy Communities
Up to $0.01 per item (or component) of packaging, based on
net cost of recycling

Natural
Resources
Agency 30%
Restoration and protection of
the state’s
waterways and coastal
ecosystems, protection of fish
and wildlife, and funding for
parks.

CalRecycle
50%
Investing in recycling,
composting, and reuse
infrastructure, as well
funding for regenerative
farming practices, and food
waste prevention.

Local
Governments
20%

Protecting local drinking water,
preventing and cleaning up
impacts of plastic pollution,
improving local recycling and
composting programs, and
providing education and
outreach.

These funds will support environmental
and health priorities:
Building more compost and
recycling facilities in California to
grow jobs and so we don't leave a
mess for our children
Keeping our parks and open spaces
healthy In the face of climate change
Cleaning up the trash on our beaches,
rivers, and communities

Helping communities that have been
disproportionately impacted by toxic
industries recover their health and
economies

Making it possible for farmers to
grow more nutritious food with less
pesticides without more cost to the
consumer
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